Firstly, I wanted to thank everyone again who has donated, from the bottom of my
heart.
I think I have managed to get around to thanking most people personally - if I haven't,
my apologies. I will endeavor to do so as soon as possible.
There have been many developments in the last couple of months in regards to my
case.
The following story was aired in Australia on the 22nd of May on 60 Minutes. It has taken
me some time to process what has happened in the last couple of months, so I
apologise for the lateness in this update:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FkZPBgeHnxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AyiQ2P_48Q
I also wanted to update people of these developments personally, as many have asked
to be kept informed of what is happening in my case and many details have not been
able to be covered in the above story.
At that point, the situation was as follows:
- Despite leaving police with all my contact details, and being provided with a single
email address for the officer who had interviewed me for all communication regarding
my case, I had received absolutely no direct contact from them apart from confirmation
of screenshots I had sent them of the man who had tried to add me on Facebook
(henceforth known as FB Guy), and assurance that my questions would be answered,
however they never were.
19/09/2015 – Witness says she met FB Guy in a phone store in Itaewon.
She says he had hassled her repeatedly for her phone number.
She said she eventually relented and gave him her Facebook details in an effort to stop
him harassing her. He messaged her on Facebook with the following (her name has
been removed to protect her privacy):

19/09/2015 (15:38pm)– FB Guy messaged the witness on Facebook:
3:38pm: “Hi (X), hope your phone is now working fine. This is (X) we met in the English
speaking Pakistan guy’s shop were you came buying ur phone. Remember, haaa”
19/09/2015 (19:49pm)– FB Guy messaged the witness again:
7:49pm: “Hi (X), I was thinking we can hook up tonight clubbing or dinner. But I never
had your phone number to call you.”
22/09/2015 – The witness replied:
7:40pm: “Yes I remember haha. Sorry I was pretty busy over the weekend”
23/09/2015 – FB Guy replied:
5:59pm: “Oh ok. So when are we gonna see? XXXXXXXX113 can you call me or you
want me to call u? I will be at hongdae tomorrow evening at Thursday party are u gonna
be there?”
This proved that he was not only definitely in the country at the time, but that he
stated personally that he would be in Hongdae the evening before I was raped.
After a thorough internet search, I discovered that he was listed as a Police Community
Support Officer for a borough in London. I phoned the police station anonymously to
inquire, and was told that he had been transferred to another team, and was working
there as a Safer Transport Officer.
This team have since confirmed that he no longer works for the police and is gone from
their system.
25/09/2015 - I was drugged, abducted and raped while on a Pub Crawl in Seoul
I had been travelling with my boyfriend and a good friend and decided to stay on for a
couple of days extra on my own as there were more things I wanted to see in the city,
and they were not able to take more time off work. I had heard about this particular pub
crawl and thought it would be a good opportunity to meet some new people and
experience some of Seoul’s nightlife in a safe environment. I believe I was drugged and
abducted from the third bar on the pub crawl. I was taken to Itaewon in a cab, against

my will, where two men then brought me to an unlisted, alleyway motel in Itaewon – The
View Motel. They paid for the room in cash so there is no record of their names in the
hotel’s database.
26/09/2015 - I woke up, returned to my hostel and later that day reported the
incident to Police.
I awoke around 11am and was able to return to my hostel by cab, where the hostel
owner paid for the cab as my money had been stolen from my bag during the incident. I
was in shock, and was put in a private room to lie down for some time. Later that day,
when I was able to, I attended the hospital and attached police unit with the hostel
owner and a friend who lived in Seoul. I was at the hospital/with Police for a total of
nearly 12 hours. There are more details of this in the Gofundme description. During the
interview with the police officer where I gave my statement, I sent screenshots of the
Facebook event detailing the pub crawl and bars that were attended. I provided Police
with the contact details for the organization. I described the location and name of the
place I had been taken to in Itaewon, as well as a description of the man who had raped
me, as well as numerous other details about the night and events that occurred.
27/09/2015 – I received a friend request from FB Guy.
I took screenshots of this friend request and photos of the man from his public profile
and sent them to the Police.
28/09/2015 – I flew back to Japan.
29/09/2015 - I notified the Australian consulate of the incident.
I was instructed by them via email to wait the advised period of time for my results, and
if I had not received them, they would be able to attain them for me with a power of
attorney form being completed.
06/10/2015 – The consulate obtained and provided me with a copy of my police
statement.
It is entirely in Korean. With the help of a translator, I have since checked that it has
been accurately transcribed – which it had been.

06/10/2015 – Police received confirmation that FB guy had been in Korea from the
1st to the 29th of September 2015
This information was provided to me recently by my lawyer, who finally managed to
attain the full Police report. DESPITE this being confirmed, the Police LIED to myself
and the embassy, saying that the man was not in the country at the time (see
04/11/2015).
15/10/2015 – I provided the Australian consulate with Power of Attorney.
This was so that they could communicate with the police there and obtain information
and my medical documents on my behalf, as I had still not received any further
communication from the police or the officer above, despite asking her multiple
questions about my case, such as when I was going to be receiving my medical results
(I was told in person at the police station that I would receive them within two weeks of
providing my statement).
21/10/2015 – Results still not ready.
I was notified that despite it having been nearly three weeks since being in the hospital
in Seoul and being told it would be a maximum of two weeks before I would receive the
results from my tests and examinations, I was told via the consulate that the medical
centre was still “preparing the report”.
23/10/2015 – I finally received the medical report/results.
INFORMATION CONTAINED IN MEDICAL REPORT:
1. It is dated 21st October 2015, not the date that I visited the hospital – 26th September
2015.
2. It states, in English, “This patient visited our ED for evaluation. She told that she
was drunken and lost her consciousness after large amount of alcohol ingestion
with some one.” This is completely untrue. Hospital staff state that this was the
information given to them by the police officer who took my statement, interviewed me,
and was supposed to have completed the rape kit and advised the hospital on how to
proceed with their own examinations, tests and treatments. This same officer claims (in
person, when we met with her on the 9th of May 2016) that she told the hospital all
relevant details (e.g. the fact that I believed I had been drugged, not that I was ‘drunk’)

by way of some kind of small post-it note. She cannot produce any record of this, but
maintains regardless that this false information was the fault of the hospital staff. The
HOSPITAL claims ‘We have never heard of the drug injections’ (giving this
statement the benefit of the doubt, translation wise, one assumes this means they are
claiming they were not notified of the potential presence of any rape drugs).
3. On the page titled ‘Sexual Abuse Patients Processes’, the sections titled ‘Infections
at exam’, ‘Infections tested positive for (check all that apply)’, ‘Sperm seen of wet prep’,
‘Sperm motile’, ‘Follow –done’ have not been filled out whatsoever. There are many
check boxes which are simply blank.
The section titled ‘Nongenital and Anogenital Injuries’, despite having around 30
different options and check boxes, has simply been ticked ‘no’ in Nongenital Trauma,
and the Anogenital Trauma part has been left completed unchecked and blank.
This shows that either these processes were not followed whatsoever, and/or the
paperwork was not filled out. I believe this is either due to negligence, the officer not
passing on the information about my case, or the hospital staff not believing my story.
There are notes on the bottom of this page which state in Korean that the day I was
admitted, I said I went out to clubs alone in Hongdae and lost my consciousness past
midnight at unknown hours while

visiting Korea. It states that between my memories I

remembered a black male taking me to a hotel in Itaewon and forcibly trying to have sex
with me. I never stated that I went to clubs in Hongdae alone.
Despite the presence of a translator, none of the procedures were properly
introduced or explained to me.
4. Page 12, questions 4 and 5 state that debris were not collected from my inner
or outerwear.
I instructed staff that my underwear was in the bin at the hotel room where I was raped.
They could have collected it for evidence immediately. I would have given them the
dress I had been wearing, which was back at the hostel, if they had asked for it, which
they never did.
5. Page 12, question 11 states that no evidence was collected orally. When

questioned why, the officer stated that she decided it wasn’t important, and then said
they couldn’t because I had said that I had thrown up. This was despite the fact that I
had been throwing up BEFORE and not after the rape occurred.
6. Questions 15 states that no testing was done for Hepatitis B.
7. Questions 17, 18, 19 and 20 state that NO PREVENTATIVE MEDICATION was
given for HIV, Hep B, Hep C or any other infection.
8. Question 23 states that information was provided on the next appointment. THIS IS
FALSE.
9. Question 24 states that emergency contact details were provided. THIS IS FALSE.
10. Pages 15 and 16 showing diagrams of bodies and questions relating to injury and
evidence collection have been left completely blank.
11. The section on page 17 on general physical and mental appearance has been left
completely blank.
12. One box has been checked on page 17. It states that there were no injuries of any
kind. THIS IS FALSE. I told the staff clearly, with the help of the translator, where I had
pain and swelling.
13. On page 20, yes has been checked for virginal and penis/genital contact. However
the following points were checked, NON APPLICABLE: Anal contact, oral contact,
ejaculate (inner or external), usage of condom, usage of any objects, usage of jelly or
lubricant, and usage of any weapon. Most of these are ABSOLUTELY APPLICABLE
and I was not asked any of these questions.
14. Additionally, page 20 states ‘information not available’ to the following conditions
of the victim after the incident and before admission: urinated (I had), defecated (I
hadn’t), vomited (I hadn’t), showered or washed oneself (I hadn’t), washed ones vagina
(I hadn’t), brushed teeth (I hadn’t), gargled (I hadn’t), changed outerwear (I had but the
dress was available to them, they never collected it), and changed innerwear (I had but
the underwear was available to them, they never collected it). They DID NOT ASK ME

any of these questions. If they had, I would have been able to give them detailed
answers and information.
15. Nowhere in this report does it state that DNA evidence was collected, neither
was I informed at any point before publishing my Gofundme that there had been
any collected.
16. Nowhere in this report does it state that evidence was collected from my hair
or nails. The officer stated that I had thrown up so she couldn’t collect evidence
from my mouth (I had thrown up before the incident, not after), and she decided that
collecting evidence from my hair wasn’t important. When questioned about my nails,
she stated she would only do that if there had been a struggle. My statement clearly
details the fact that I had struggled.
17. The blood alcohol levels in this report do not show that I had been drunk. There is
no proof whatsoever of police and the hospital’s incessant written and verbal
claims that I was drunk.
18. Nowhere in this report does it state that I was drug tested, let alone for date
rape drugs such as GHB or Rohypnol.
19. When we met with the officer who took my statement and was in charge of
procedures at the facility, she admitted that because it had been a public holiday,
there was only one qualified consultant (whose job it was to provide stabilization,
collect evidence and facilitate testing) who was already occupied with ANOTHER RAPE
VICTIM. Therefore, I had no qualified consultant. The police officer took on this role
herself.
To date, the hospital have been completely uncooperative with my requests through the
embassy to meet with them to discuss the above issues and explain their negligence
and misconduct.
04/11/2015 – Police stated via the embassy that FB Guy was not in the country at
the time of the incident
I knew this to be false. The police later retracted this statement, citing an ‘error in
translation’.

FB Guy had added me on Facebook the morning after I reported my rape to the police. I
immediately recognized his face. It was the exact description I had given police.
I did not accept his friend request, but immediately notified police and sent them
screenshots of his Facebook information. I do not have a common name. The only way
he could have found me was to have directly searched for me, as we did not have
any mutual friends. The pub crawl organizer had confirmed he was not on the pub
crawl or listed as part of the Facebook event for that night. The only other possibility was
that he had found the Facebook event for this pub crawl, searched through the guest list
and added me specifically for some reason. I could see from his public Facebook posts
that he had definitely been in Korea at the time. I believe he got my Facebook details
when he took my phone away in the taxi, at the time of me trying to show the taxi driver
where my hostel was and beg him to take me there.
FB Guy has two Facebook accounts. One of them lists him living in Doha, Qatar, and
the other lists him living in London. One is a primary account which shows all of his
friends and family, the other is a secondary account. Out of roughly 40 friends,
there were only a couple who were male. I took a chance and contacted one of the
females who was listed as living in Seoul, to ask how she knew him and if she had any
information that might have been able to help my case, as I felt I had no other options
that to investigate it myself due to the police closing it.
18/01/2016 – The consulate informed me via email that there had been ‘several
new developments’ in my case.
I genuinely believed that these new developments would be the first positive news I had
heard in months regarding my case. I naively started to think that perhaps they had
even arrested the man.
These ‘new developments’ turned out to be: ‘The Police have decided,
unfortunately, to close the case and marked as unsolved. They would be prepared
to re-open the case, if new evidence is located.’ I was told this information over the
phone.
04/02/2016 – The Australian Consulate confirmed that police had never attempted
to obtain CCTV footage from the last bar I was at.

‘The Yongsan Police stated that the CCTV footage held on file was of the motel where
you stayed (both the footage inside and outside the premises) and confirmed that it did
not include the footage from Zen Bar. The Yongsan Police indicated that they had not
pursued the CCTV footage from Zen Bar as they understood that it was not part of
your statement and that it had not been raised by her during her interview. The
Yongsan Police further advised that it may now be difficult to obtain the footage from
Zen Bar due to the time which had passed.
This is completely false as evidenced in my police statement.
15/03/2016 - I started my Gofundme campaign.
I believed this was the best way to try to spread awareness of the huge issues
surrounding the prevalence of sexual related crimes in South Korea and the horrendous
way they were being dealt with, as well as raise money for my legal, medical and
recovery related expenses.
31/03/2016 - at 9:00am an article was published in Korean via News1 Naver.
This article included quotes from the Korean Police regarding my case.
The following are points roughly translated from the article published:
•

Police said they did take DNA from a male from my chest – This had
NEVER been communicated to myself or the consulate (police finally admitted
this error in May when I met with them) and, to date, no evidence or
documentation of this has been provided by them despite being asked to
multiple times, and them saying they will provide it ’soon’.

•

They said the DNA sample was not registered in the data-base

•

They said I did not remember when and where I was raped – This is
completely false as evidenced in my police statement

•

They said I only specified it was a back male – This is completely false as
evidenced in my statement

•

They stated that even in the forensic department, the blood and urine tests were
negative for drugs - This had never been communicated to myself or the
consulate and no evidence or documentation has been provided

•

They stated that I was asserting that I was questioned in a disrespectful way.
They state this was not possible because I had a trusted person there, so
they couldn’t have been disrespectful – This makes no sense and is
completely false as evidenced in my statement and the recording of my
statement being taken

•

They stated that I had asserted that there was no contact from police – This is
true, other than acknowledging the screenshots I sent, police ignored my
questions and emails thus I had to involve the embassy

•

The police state that they sent the report to the consulate but there may have
been issues due to translation problems.

•

Police stated that they have contacted the embassy more than 5 times.

•

Police state that the black male that I identified from my Facebook is an
entrepenour from Nigeria who visited to attend a conference in Busan – This
had never been acknowledged to either myself or the embassy and in fact, as
mentioned earlier, police stated previously that they did not believe he was
in the country at the time and did not believe he was a suspect

•

Police say they compared the CCTV with this man and revealed that the
man is not a suspect – However they have never provided any concrete proof
of this claim whatsoever despite requests.

•

Police state that for a more definite result they asked for a DNA sample of this
man from the Korean embassy in Nigeria - This had never been
communicated or explained to myself or the embassy and no evidence or
documentation has been provided whatsoever despite requests.

•

Police stated that right now they were investigating the shop owners around

Itaewon and believed they would be able to specify the suspect and arrest
him soon. - This had never been communicated to myself or the embassy
01/04/2016 (15:28pm)

– Police posted a letter addressed to me on their public

Facebook page:
1 April at 15:28 ·
3.31
To. Airdre Luka Mattner
Hello,
I am the section chief of Woman&Juvenile Crime Department of Yong-San Police
Station in the Republic of Korea. I am investigating Miss. Airdre Luka Mattner's case.
First of all, I would like to express my deepest consolation to you about what happened
while traveling Korea. We are sorry.
Regarding the sexual assault case which you wrote on Gofundme, we would like to
clarify some facts which would be different from what really were.
We know that you are claiming that the hospital staffs did not follow proper
procedure and no DNA evidence was taken. Actually, right after the case happened,
the Korea police led you to the National Boramae hospital to collect the evidence of the
crime. So, the Police collected the suspect's DNA sample, and sent the sample to
the National Forensic Test Lab to match with the DNA sample storage in the lab. We are
fully utilizing the sample in our investigation.
Secondly, you are also claiming that someone took you to a hotel when you got
addicted by drug, and you clearly stated what happened to the police but police didn't
reflect your statement.
According to the police and hospital record, you stated that someone got you drugs
and took you to an anonymous hotel at Itaewon, Seoul. You gave us some
information about the name of the hotel and description of the suspect, but you
could not recall the details about the case because of the influence of drug.
Police collected and sent your blood sample and the urine test to the National Forensic
Test Lab, but there has been no evidence of drug addiction test result found till now
according to the test lab. Also, the Police could find the anonymous motel by your
statement. We checked out the surveillance camera, and secured the picture of the
suspect spotted as a culprit by you.
Unfortunately, we concluded provisionally that he was not the suspect by our
investigation. So, we are keeping the investigation up.

Thirdly, you are claiming that police questioned contemptuously while questioning.
The location of the police questioning was the National Boramae Hospital. A female
police officer, a trustee of you, and a translater participated during the procedure. The
police recorded all of the process and has kept the record. We confirmed that there
was no insulting question.
Fourthly, you are claiming that the Korea police would let you know all of the
investigation process by email, but the police didn't contact you whatsoever.
Right after finishing up the statement, you left to a foreign country. The only way to
contact you was through the embassy. Due to the language barrier, we faxed for you
the statement on your request through your embassy. We contacted your embassy
more than 5-times by phone calls, and notified the investigation process.
We, the Korea Police are doing our best to provide safety to all of the foreigners as
well as Korean in the republic of Korea. We are really sorry to you about what happened.
We will do our best to arrest the suspect and bring the offender to justice.
We wish your best luck.
Section chief
Woman&Juvenile Crime Department
Yong-San Police Station
Republic of Korea

01/04/2016 (15:44pm) – Police commented publicly on my Gofundme page:
Hi, Airdre. I am a Korea Yong-san policeman. Please read this.
https://www.facebook.com/smpays/posts/1016654165083878
This Facebook link directed me to their Facebook page (SMPAYS) where they had
written the above post, publicly.
03/04/2016 – At 3:23pm Police commented publicly again on my Gofundme page:
Hi, Airdre. I am a Korea Yong-san policeman. Please read this.
https://www.facebook.com/smpays/posts/1016654165083878/

04/04/2016 – I sent the following list of questions to the Australian consulate to
pass on to both Police and Hospital staff:
Questions for police:
1. What is the basis for and proof for the claim that the man I told police who
raped me was not in the country at the time and is not a suspect?
- What methods were used to check this other than visa status?
2. Who are the “two suspects” in the CCTV footage and why were they
deemed suspects?
3. Have police checked with the CCTV footage – do I actually appear in the
record?
- If so with whom was I? What condition was I in?
4. Why have I not been updated whatsoever by police directly in the last 6
months despite their claim to do so via the email I provided to them?

5. Why was my medical report not send to me within 2 weeks as was stated to
me would happen? Why was this only released after embassy involvement
and not until the 23rd of October?
6. Why was the pub-crawl organisation never investigated?
7. Why was the pub-crawl organiser never contacted for information or an
interview as was stated to me that would happen?
8. Why was the last bar I told them I remembered being at and believed I had
been drugged at never investigated and staff never questioned and
therefore no CCTV footage obtained?
9. Why was my underwear never collected from the hotel room and used for
evidence even though I clearly instructed police it was there and they did
visit the hotel?
10. What were the exact, specific actions taken by police in their alleged
“investigation” of my case?
11. Why was it published that drug tests and alcohol tests were done and that
the results were negative, but there is absolutely no evidence of these
results in the medical report and there has been no communication of this
from police?
12. If there were negative results for drugs tests, when were these obtained
and why was this information not passed on to the embassy or myself?
13. Why have police simply stated there were no drugs present, with no
explanation about the time and types of drugs tested or documentation
which proves this occured?
14. Why have police said they DID take DNA from a male from chest (in the
news report) when it does not state that anywhere on the medical report?

15. Why was this information not given to myself or the Australian Embassy
despite questioning?
16. Why have police quoted in the article that the above DNA sample was not
registered in the data-base?
17. Why have police quoted in the article that “the victim did not remember
when and where she was raped”? This is completely false, defamatory and
entirely contradicts my police statement.
18. Why have police quoted in the article that I could not have been questioned
in a disrespectful way because I had a trusted person there? My distress at
the disrespectful questioning is evident in my police statement as are the
inappropriate questions. Having a trusted person there had no affect
whatsoever on this. She was only allowed to sit silently in the corner. She
observed my distress.
19. Why have police sought to imply blame on the embassy for information
and documentation not being passed on?
20. Why have police quoted in the article that as for “the black male that the
victim pointed out that friended her, the police explained that he is an
entrepreneur from Nigeria who visited to attend a conference in Busan”?
Why would they suddenly admit this after saying he was not in the country
at the time?
21. Why has this identifying information about the man who raped me been
made public and published in a news article and more recently published
on Facebook?
- Why did I have to find this piece of information from a Korean article, not
sent by the police to me? Why did they disclose this information to a
journalist but not to me?
22. Why was this vital information given to a journalist instead and without my
permission?

23. Why WOULD police publish so much identifying information about a man
they told me specifically that they did not believe was a suspect and was
not even in the country at the time?
24. What is the basis for police’s public claim that “they compared the CCTV
with this man and revealed that this man is not a suspect”?
25. If they do not believe that the man is a suspect, why have they stated in the
article that they sought to ask for DNA sample from the Korean embassy in
Nigeria for this male?
26. If this DNA evidence was obtained, exactly on what date was it obtained?
27. Why have police stated in the article and on their public Facebook post that
“right now they are investigating shop owns around Itaewon and believe
they will be able to specify the suspect and make an arrest soon after 8
months of non-responsiveness?
28. How and why can they state this when they advised me in January that my
case had been closed due to lack of evidence?
29. How and why could the case have been closed despite all the evidence?
30. If the case has been re-opened, why, and why was I not informed? What
are the grounds for this to have suddenly occurred?
31. Why are police attempting to publicly defame, scare, discredit me and turn
their country against me?
32. Why did the police publicly post a letter directed to myself on its Facebook
instead of sending it privately to myself or the embassy?
-Was it intended to communicate with me, or discredit my grievances?
-If intended to communicate, why did I have to read it from the Facebook

instead of the email which police have had for me since I left the station
after giving my statement last year?
33. What responsibility will police take for the hate mail and threats I have
received due to their quotes in this article?
34. What responsibility will police take for the other false and defamatory
information they have published, such as claiming I told them I didn’t
remember where or when I was raped? This, as stated above, goes
completely against my police statement.
35. Why if the police already promised that they would contact me via email,
and they confirmed that they had my email address, did they not use this to
communicate with me?
- Why have they stated publicly and falsely that they had no way of
contacting me when I left the country when they had my email address the
whole time?
36. Why have they stated publicly that they had no way to contact me if they
confirmed they had my email and said they would contact me in this way?
37. Why have police publicly slandered me, implying that I am a drug addict in
their Facebook post?
38. What responsibility will police take for the hate mail and threats I have
received due to their quotes in this article?
- Are the police aware of the fact that I am receiving hate mails after the
press release of the police and their public Facebook post about me?
39. Why are police hassling me via comments on my gofundme to go to their
Facebook where they have written a public statement addressed to me?

40. Who made the decision that this was an appropriate way to communicate
with me and why?
Questions for Hospital:
1. Why was I not properly introduced to any of the procedures I was going
through?
2. Why does the medical report falsely state that I was clubbing in Hongdae
“alone”? Why does it not mention that I was on an organised group
pub-crawl.
3. Why does the medical report falsely state that I was “drunken and lost her
consciousness after large amount of alcohol ingestion with some one”
when I made it very clear that I believed I had been drugged, and was NOT
drunk?
4. Why were debris not collected from my outwear and underwear? I was
never asked this question. I instructed staff that my underwear was in the
bin at the hotel room where I was raped. They could have collected it for
evidence immediately. I would have given them the dress I had been
wearing if they had asked for it, which they never did.
5. Why were debris not collected from my body?
6. What has been done with the “stains and saliva samples of the offender”
which were allegedly collected?
7. Why is there no photo evidence of any injury?
8. I told staff I believed I had been anally raped due to the soreness and
tenderness of my anus. Why is this not recorded anywhere?
9. Why was there no “evidence collected from oral”?

10. Why was there no Hepatitis C test?
11. Why was there no HIV Prevention treatment?
12. Why was there no Hepatitis B prevention treatment?
13. Why was there no treatment for preventing any infection?
14. Why does it state that staff provided information on the next appointment?
They never did so.
15. Why are pages 3 and 4 which have pictures to mark where evidence was
collected BLANK?
16. Why is page 5 section “general physical and mental appearance” BLANK?
17. Why does it say “no” on this page on the question asking if there was any
injury? I specifically stated I believed I had been anally raped and that my
anus was painful.
18. Why does it state “N/A” to question 3, “Anal contact”? I specifically told staff
I that I believed I had been anally raped.
19. Why does it state “N/A” to questions 4 and 5, “Oral contact” from offender to
victim and from victim to the offender? How is this non applicable?
20. Why does it state “N/A” to question 6 “Ejaculate – inner or external”? Why is
this non applicable?
21. Why does it state “N/A” to question 7 “Usage of condom”? Why is this non
applicable?
22. Why does it state “N/A” to question 8 “Usage of any objects”? Why is this
non applicable?

23. Why does it state “N/A” to question 9 “Usage of jelly or lubricant”? Why is
this non applicable?
24. Why does it state information not available for whether I urinated? Why was
I not asked this question?
25. Why does it state information not available for whether I defecated? Why
was I not asked this question?
26. Why does it state information not available for whether I vomited? Why was
I not asked this question?
27. Why does it state information not available for whether I showered or
washed myself? Why was I not asked this question?
28. Why does it state information not available for whether I washed my
vagina? Why was I not asked this question?
29. Why does it state information not available for whether I brushed my teeth?
Why was I not asked this question?
30. Why does it state information not available for whether I gargled? Why was
I not asked this question?
31. Why does it state information not available for whether I changed my
outerwear? Why was I not asked this question?
32. Why does it state information not available for whether I changed my
innerwear? Why was I not asked this question?
33. Why does it state information not available for whether I changed a sanitary
pad? Why was I not asked this question?
34. Why was I not asked or explained ANY of these questions even though
there was a translator present?

35. What was the purpose of the drip which was given to me?
06/04/2016 – The pub-crawl organiser informed me personally that the police had
finally contacted him. For the first time.
He stated that the police gave excuses for not contacting him and didn’t seem to have a
clear line of questioning or know much about the evening. When I met with the police in
May to ask them why they had written this, and then completely gone against it by
contacting the pub crawl organizer of their own accord on the 6th of April (despite saying
I didn’t give them any information about him or the even in my statement) they changed
their story. Their reasoning changed to, we decided it wasn’t important. This is our
process. What we decide is needed is our decision. We did not see the necessity
to investigate the pub crawl or bars. We had CCTV in Itaewon.
07/04/2016 – The Police posted an “apology” publicly on their Facebook page:
I am the chief of Woman&Juvenile Crime Department of the Yongsan Police Station in
the Republic of Korea.
We do apologize the fact that we caused some unintended troubles resulted from
our answers on Facebook post on April 1, 2016, which was solely intended to solve
misunderstandings of our investigation on the case.
We have already deleted the post. We will do our best to solve the case.
Thank you.
서울용산경찰서 여성청소년과장입니다.
2016. 4. 1. 사건 수사에 대한 오해를 해소하기 위하여 게시글에 대한 답변서를
페이스북에 게재하였으나, 본의 아니게 논란이 야기되어 유감스럽게 생각합니다.
해당 글은 삭제하였습니다. 경찰은 이번 사건 해결을 위해 최선을 다하겠습니다.
감사합니다.

15/04/2016 – The following responses were received from the police, via the
Australian consulate:

04/11/2015 – Police stated via the embassy that FB Guy was not in the country at the
time of the incident

The following shows confirmation that they DID say he was not in the country at the time.
They still have not provided any proof of this whatsoever. From the Consulate Official:
“we can confirm that our records show that on 4 November 2015 the Yongsan
Police informed the Embassy that it appears that the immigration record of the
individual, whom you had referred as a person of interest to the Police, does not
correlate with the date of the offence.”

This is a lie as evidenced in my statement below and in the screenshots I sent the
Police during my interview.

Police had since questioned the Pub Crawl Organiser, 2 days after receiving these
questions from me (06/04/2016 – The pub-crawl organiser informed me personally that the police had
contacted him. For the first time.)

This extract shows the part of my statement where I provided information about the Pub

Crawl and the details for contacting the organizer.

This part of my statement shows all the details I gave Police about the Pub Crawl event
and bars. Screenshots showing the Facebook event details were also sent to Police and
the Pub Crawl organiser’s contact details were provided.

This extract shows the part of my statement where I told Police the location of my
underwear in the room of the Motel.

Police again failed to explain or describe various aspects of their investigation when we
met with them in May.

Reading this article was the first time I was ever aware that Police had collected any
DNA whatsoever. Police have refused to show or hand over the documentation relating
to DNA whatsoever to the Australian Consulate, my lawyer and myself.

Police could not provide any evidence whatsoever of having told the embassy or myself
about the results of any “drug test”. The fact that “drug tests” came back negative was
discovered by myself for the first time upon reading this article.

The Police refused to acknowledge the proof that I could have been drugged despite the
tests coming back as negative. They did not understand the concepts of secondary
damage or victim blaming, despite being informed of them in Korean during the meeting.
They have refused to hang over or show us the results from these tests whatsoever.

Police have refused to show or hand over the documentation relating to DNA
whatsoever to the Australian Consulate, my lawyer and myself.

Police have refused to show or hand over the documentation relating to DNA
whatsoever to the Australian Consulate, my lawyer and myself.

Police have refused to show, describe or hand over the documentation relating to DNA
whatsoever to the Australian Consulate, my lawyer and myself.

http://m.news.naver.com/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=102&oid=421&aid=000
1972819
A rough translation of their comments to the media for this article are as follows:
The Yongsan Police Station said that Mattner’s argument is different from the truth and
it is only a one-sided story. Cho Ki-woong, who investigated the case said, “The
hospital’s doctor collected DNA evidence through a rape-kit and sent it to the forensics
agency. As a result, a male’s DNA was found on her breast. But the DNA sample was
not registered with the forensic agency’s data.”
About Mattner’s statement about being drugged and dragged to a hotel, the official said,

“The victim did not remember when and where the incident took place. But she
said that it was a black man. In the result of blood and urine test, she was found to be
NOT drugged.”
About Mattner’s claim that she was questioned in an insulting manner, the official
said, “We involved one of her acquaintances in the questioning process, it is not
possible we could be (this word for some reason is indecipherable).”
About Mattner’s claim that police promised to keep her informed of the progress, the
official said, “We faxed documents through the Australian Embassy for interpretation.
We phone the Embassy more than five times.”
About the suspect accused to police, the official said, ‘The man was a businessman
of Nigerian origin and visited Korea to attend an event in Busan. He was found to
be NOT suspect after we cross checked the CCTV video. We asked the Nigerian
Embassy in Korea to collect his DNA. We are inspecting shop owners in Itaewon. We
think we can hunt him down sometime soon.’”
“We asked the Nigerian Embassy in Korea to collect his DNA” To date, the Police
have not explained this statement whatsoever, or provided any evidence of having done
this or of what, if any, results were obtained.
http://deathtoclones.tumblr.com/post/142001896414/trying-to-understand
Cho Ki-woong, a police officer in charge of crimes related to women and juveniles at the
Yongsan Police Station, said that they had felt obligated to publicly defend themselves
against the “defamatory action.”
“Given the victim’s claims in the media, it may seem that police mishandled the case.
That’s why we posted the letter to straighten the facts,” Cho told The Korea Herald. “The
victim first revealed her own story on her GoFundMe page. We were just refuting her
claims that police’s response to the case were not sufficient. What she claims was
completely different from what was true.”
Cho said the police had never released any information about the probe that the victim
had not been aware of. “There must have some miscommunication in the process. We
certainly informed that the DNA was collected and CCTV footage was obtained to
the victim through the Australian Embassy.”

http://www.koreaherald.com/view.php?ud=20160405000928
As mentioned above, Police have refused to show or hand over the documentation
relating to DNA whatsoever to the Australian Consulate, my lawyer and myself. They
admitted they had made a “mistake” and had never informed me of this DNA having
been collected.
Here are the ‘details’ I supposedly could not recall as evidenced in my statement (where
and when I was raped):

Despite Police saying publicly that they had checked, and there were no insulting
questions asked, they admitted that they had not checked the video record. They simply
asked the officer “Did you ask any insulting questions”. She said no. The above Korean
text taken from my statement shows some of the questioning.

•

As mentioned above, Police provided quotes for the News1 Naver article Police
state that the black male that I identified from my Facebook is an entrepenour
from Nigeria who visited to attend a conference in Busan – This had never
been acknowledged to either myself or the embassy and in fact, as mentioned
earlier, police stated previously that they did not believe he was in the
country at the time and did not believe he was a suspect.

Police have still yet to describe, show or hand over this documentation as mentioned
above.

Here, Police admit that DESPITE ADDRESSING THIS PUBLIC LETTER TO ME it was
not meant for me at all. It was intended to “minimize negative publicity” towards
themselves.

This, again, is false as evidenced in my statement.

“We are not saying there was no way to contact you”:
Police’s Facebook Post:
“Right after finishing up the statement, you left to a foreign country. The only way to
contact you was through the embassy.”

“We are not saying we could not reach you by E-mail”:
Police’s Facebook Post:
“Right after finishing up the statement, you left to a foreign country. The only way to
contact you was through the embassy.”

From Police’s Facebook Post:
“someone took you to a hotel when you got addicted by drug”,
“you stated that someone got you drugs and took you to an anonymous hotel at
Itaewon, Seoul.”
“you could not recall the details about the case because of the influence of drug.”
“there has been no evidence of drug addiction test result found till now according to
the test lab.”

20/04/2016 – The police station emailed me screenshots from the CCTV footage.
This was the first time Police had communicated with me directly since confirming
receipt of my screenshots back in September 2015. They sent this email without any
warning whatsoever. The attached photographs, showing me pictured with not one but
two men, were not attached separately but were sent in the body of the email. I had no
choice but to see them when I opened the email, causing a severe panic attack and
resulting in me having to be removed from work.
From: (X)
Subject: (X)
Date: 20 April 2016 8:48:15 am GMT+9
To: (X)
Hello. I am the detective (X) from the (X) police station.
We arrested two suspects.
The DNA sample matches with that from the suspect No. 1.
We are keeping investigation about the suspect. No. 2.
The CCTV footage No. 3. shows the two suspects were taking Matter into the motel
the CCTV footage No. 4. shows the entrance of the motel.
Thank you.

09/05/2016 – I attended meetings for approximately 7 hours with Australian
consulate officials, police staff members and a translator.
The following transpired:
1. Police admitted they had no record of telling the Australian Consulate on the 4th of
November that the man I had identified was not in the country was not at the time.
They claim this was an issue in information transmission or translation. They did not
explain or show proof how they came to decide he was not a suspect, other than saying
they compared his image to the footage.
I disagree and believe he was still definitely involved. I distinctly recognize his face. He
looks similar to the man in the CCTV footage (though it is definitely hard to make out),
suggesting he IS the main offender, or otherwise that he was likely the man that
drugged and abducted me in the taxi (explaining why I have a vivid memory of his face)
and delivered me to the other two men (who, at that time were not with me and were
renting the motel room in preparation). At this point police have provided absolutely
no proof for their claims that he was not involved, other than stating that he wasn’t
in the country at the time – which has been proven to be a lie. We have no proof of how
many men actually were involved. It appears there were at least 3. It is of course
possible that the man merely bears an uncanny resemblance to the face I described in
my statement, and remembered, and he coincidentally was in the area the night before,
and somehow randomly happened across my Facebook. I believe this is highly unlikely
given the account of the other woman he harassed, and the timing of his friend request,
coupled with the memory I have and the statement I gave.
2. The police stated that the man they had arrested on April 17th, the tall man
pictured in the CCTV footage and screenshots, was being charged with semi
specialized rape. This related to the fact that I was ‘unconscious and therefore could
not provide consent’ and ‘specialized’ due to the involvement of multiple men, the
robbery, and other factors. They stated that his DNA had been a match to that found on
my breast (the same DNA which I had only found out about via their quotes in the news
article). Despite telling me this, the man is listed for a court hearing with the charge of
“semi sexual harassment”.
Police said he was an illegal immigrant, and they discovered him when they ‘found a
man with a similar walk’ in Itaewon, and followed him. They stated that he was

running away, but that they enlisted help from another department and caught up with
him. They questioned him and asked for his ID, which he said he did not have. They
said he then ran away again, at which point they caught him after a ‘physical conflict’
wherein one of the officers got ‘physically injured’.
Later on, during questioning, the arrested man (suspect A) stated:
He had been out at ‘black clubs’ and that he saw myself and the other man in the CCTV
footage (suspect B) were walking up the hill in Itaewon. He said hi. Suspect B stated
that I was his ‘girlfriend’. There was a discussion about going somewhere else to
party, then Suspect B asked Suspect A to look for a motel. They went to the motel
together. Suspect B and I went into the motel room. Suspect B and I did not return,
so Suspect A decided to go in to the room to ‘check’ what was happening. I was in there.
I was ‘ill’ and ‘fully dressed’. He said he put me on the bed fully dressed, and went
to look for the other suspect, who he admitted he couldn’t find. He stated he had no
idea how his DNA came to be on my chest and that it was ‘not possible’ because
he didn’t rape me. He stated that there was no link between them whatsoever and
that he had met him for the first time that night and was merely ‘doing him a favor’.
3. I watched the CCTV footage during the meeting with the Police. It was noted by
myself and others who also watched, that even if you were to ignore my statement and
only watch this footage, I was clearly not ‘blackout drunk’. I was not staggering or
swaying. I had barely any difficulties at all with walking apart from being slow. I
frequently appeared to stare blankly around the place and held my arms and hands in
an unusual manner.
4. In relation to question 4, Police stated that the reason why they hadn’t contacted
me was because they felt they ‘didn’t need to’ as I had involved the embassy. They
could not explain why they had ceased communication with me and ignored my emails
in the first place, forcing me to rely on the embassy to communicate with them and
retrieve documents on my behalf later on.
5.

When I met with the woman who took my statement to ask questions about that

night, and the events transpiring afterwards, she frequently laughed at, deflected and
often ignored my questions altogether. She stated that she did not ask any insulting
questions whatsoever and that she did not remember me being distressed at all

during the interview.
6. Police staff frequently yawned, appeared to be sleeping, laughed, took phone
calls, and left the room during the duration of the meetings.
7. Police staff frequently accused, blamed, and made fun of me throughout the
meetings. They placed blame not only on myself but also on the media, the embassy,
the hospital and their translator. They refused to accept any responsibility for any of
their misconduct, negligence or the damage they had caused me. I asked them
multiple times if they thought that there was anything they needed to apologise for.
They stated multiple times that they did not want to make any apologies for their
actions, and indeed clarified the ‘apology’ on Facebook, making sure I understood
that it was definitely not addressed or intended for me, and instead was intended
for the public for any misunderstandings. They said they only felt sorry for the fact
that I had been raped.

8. When questioned about their decision to post a letter addressed to me containing
sensitive information about my ongoing case onto Facebook, the following explanations
and statements were offered:
This is our official response. We had to correct wrong information.
We cannot take any responsibility for the English text. Only the Korean.
We see no difference between the English and Korean versions.
We outsourced the translator and paid them.

We believed in the translator.
We believed the police officer who told us that they didn’t ask any insulting questions.
We didn’t check the video record.
We posted this because you made a press release without checking with us first.
Are we to just accept what you have done to us?
We had many phone calls. We were blamed for everything. This blame spread
despite our efforts.
Why don’t you admit that you were wrong.
If we weren’t blamed we would not have done this.
First we tried to comment on the ‘link’ then that didn’t work. Gofundme required us to
post on Facebook. So we did that.
9. I asked them why they did not contact me directly if they felt there was a
misunderstanding.
Although we had your email, we did not know enough English to be able to
contact you directly.
10. I asked them why they provided quotes about my case to the media that were
incorrect.
We did not receive any contact from media about your case.
We did not know about any such articles.
The first article, from News1 did not ask for our comment. Why did you give them wrong
information? If there is any wrong information it is the media’s fault. Not ours. (I had
no input in this article whatsoever)
http://m.news.naver.com/read.nhn?mode=LSD&mid=sec&sid1=102&oid=421&aid=000

1972819
The Korean Herald only asked about the Facebook post. We did not talk to them.

11. I asked them where the documentation was that showed that they passed on
information to me about having collected DNA.
We told the embassy. There must have been miscommunication.
No we do not have any record or documentation of passing on that information.
“This is mistake. Ok.”

12. I asked them why they closed the case and marked it unsolved, and what new
evidence had suddenly come to light resulting in it being reopened without me being told.
They could not explain why they had closed the case other than it was procedure to do
so after there being no activity or new evidence for some time. They could not answer
what new information or evidence had suddenly come to light. They stated they had
never closed it to begin with

and they had always kept up the investigation, despite sending this document:

13. When asked if they understood the concept of ‘secondary damage’ (this was
translated and explained to them) they said no.
When I explained that I had to be removed from my workplace because I suffered a
severe panic attack at the sight of screenshots from the CCTV footage (sent to me
without warning as mentioned above), police looked at me blankly and stated that they
did not see the problem. A translator was present throughout the entire approximately 7
hour duration of these meetings. Every piece of communication was translated.
14. When I asked them to clarify what they had written in the email:
‘We arrested two suspects.
The DNA sample matches with that from the suspect No. 1.
We are keeping investigation about the suspect. No. 2.’
They stated that they had only ever arrested one suspect and this was wrong. They
blamed the translator for this ‘communication error’.

15. When I asked why my representative in Korea had been told over the phone, in
Korean, that not only had both men been arrested but that both men had been
charged, they had no explanation. They stated that the information they gave the
embassy (which was completely different, and stated only one man had been arrested)
was correct.
16. When I asked the police why the pub crawl organizer was not contacted until the 6th
of April 2016, the police admitted that their earlier response was incorrect. They did
have his details all along. They stated that this earlier response was ‘mistranslated’
and blamed their translator again. This time they stated that the investigation is
completely up to the police. They decide what is needed. In their opinion, Itaewon
was their primary focus and they did not see the necessity of following up anywhere
else or investigating the pub crawls or bars I went to until April. They stated ‘it’s not
wrongdoing, it’s just our process’.

My case as it stands right now:
One of the suspects from the CCTV footage was arrested. He is the taller of the two
men pictured. I have no memory of him whatsoever. He entered the room after the first
man had left. His DNA was found to match what was found on my breast.
This particular individual is listed for court soon on a “semi sexual harassment”
charge. He is also being charged for illegal immigration and for stealing another
foreigner’s registration card. I have just been informed (after the fact) that there have
already been four hearings. The man has pleaded not guilty to all charges except for
illegal immigration in each and every hearing.
The other man who was pictured in the CCTV footage, the man I described to Police in
my statement, has not been identified or found by Police. I still believe this is FB Guy,
who is still currently living in London. Police have not been able to produce any proof of
their claim that he couldn’t have been involved/a suspect, other than stating he was not
in the country at the time, which was proven to be a lie.
The man who drugged and abducted me from the third bar (may be a different man
completely to the two in the CCTV footage) has also not been identified or investigated
whatsoever. What was likely crucial evidence of this (CCTV footage from the bar)
has been lost due to Police’s negligence in failing to investigate this bar or collect the
footage before it was deleted from the system.

